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Section 1.

Introduction

Introduction to EMPOWER guidance notes
EMPOWER guidance notes form a series capturing informal and experiential knowledge for the benefit
of the broader the smart mobility and behavioural measures community. The goals of the guidance note
series are to:
•
•
•
•

Encourage user uptake and impact from the EMPOWER knowledge and skills base
Chronicle ‘informal’ knowledge generated by different actors at different stages of a positive 		
incentives scheme process
Accelerate knowledge transfer and upskilling, mitigating repeat learning cycles
Create a referenceable source with medium term endurance

If you would like to follow up any points raised in this guidance note, contact: Professor Susan Grant-Muller,
s.m.grant-muller@its.leeds.ac.uk
Introduction to guidance note: Competitioning a Living Lab
Living Labs have emerged in the recent past as an experimental context that allows policy makers,
researchers and practitioners to work ‘in the wild’, i.e. gathering data, information and research outputs
that arise when stimulus are introduced directly into the everyday lives of members of the public on
a large scale. This is a fundamentally different investigative process to the more traditional ‘lab’ based
experimentation which relies on a highly controlled and replicable research outcome.
By nature, a Living Lab (LL) involves close collaboration between a number of actors and organisations,
many of whom may have fundamentally different businesses and for whom research is secondary to their
primary goals. A successful LL requires funding and resource, is likely to be fixed term, large scale (e.g.
city wide), requires central co-ordination, the participation of city authorities, ICT services, monitoring
processes/data collection and fundamentally, the participation of a significant number of citizens.

The goal of this guidance note is to provide guidance on how to run a competition to engage city and
other stakeholders in establishing a Living Lab scheme implementation.
The guidance is in the context of a positive incentives scheme using ICT enhanced mobility services,
however much of the guidance and the templates can be adapted to other types of Living Lab.

The guidance note is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the generic approach to LL design
and competitioning in short steps. Section 3 provides an illustration of the EMPOWER approach for
competitioning a Living Lab. Here we describe and illustrate the process using the examples from the
EMPOWER TUC/LL selection process. Section 4 discusses implementation support and deliverables. Finally,
section 5 contains a competition outline table, application form template, example sub-contract, marketing
examples and an inception report template.
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Intended Audience
•
•
•

Researchers and principle investigators of projects concerned with establishing a LL 			
research environment
Funding bodies who sponsor LL research environment (e.g. EC, national Department for Transport)
Regional and national bodies with a remit to commission research, for example to 			
support sustainable futures

Citation
This note can be cited as follows: Grant-Muller S M, Hodgson F, et al (2017) EMPOWER guidance notes
1/2017, http://empowertoolkit.eu/guidance-notes/
The EMPOWER project received funding from the European Unions H2020 research and innovation
programme under grant agreement number 636249 http://empowerproject.eu/
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The EMPOWER approach

Section 2.

Here we describe the generic approach to LL design and competitioning in short steps. It is assumed that
the general goals of the LL are known (e.g. in EMPOWER, to implement a positive incentives scheme to
reduce the use of conventionally fuelled vehicles) and there is at least one source of financial support for
the LL experiments to take place (e.g. a research sponsor, city sponsor).
In the general framework described below, the process, requirements or constraints from the sponsor/
funder may determine how some steps are carried out. For example, in EMPOWER, the competition to
select Living Lab cities was advertised according to the EC guidelines and the project officer was invited to
comment on both process and the final selection.

1. Set
process
timeline

EMPOWER Example: Table 1
2. Establish
LL coordinator
model
3.Initial
Living Lab
design

EMPOWER Example: Paper 1
4.Assessme
nt criteria &
process

EMPOWER Example: Paper 2
5.Example
contract

EMPOWER Example: Paper 3

/MO
6.Launch,
marketing

EMPOWER Example: Papers 4 and 5
7.Screening
and
shortlisting

8.Interviews
and ranking
9. Inception
report
produced by
LL

EMPOWER Example: Paper 6

10. Contract
preparation

11. Contract
Award and
start of LL
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The steps are summarized as follows:
1.
Set a LL selection process timeline including standard time for procurement, interviews, iterations
on proposals/negation, contract award etc.
2.
Establish the overall LL co-ordinator model. Two potential models are 1) a research team/project
Principle Investigator acts as LL co-ordinator or 2) a relevant City stakeholder, Corporate or Community
acts as LL co-ordinator. Resolve who the candidate co-ordinators for the LL may be in terms of geographic
eligibility, organization size, legal status or constitution etc.
3.
Initial LL design – identify the main actors and the scope of any transport policy interventions (in
the case of EMPOWER incentives, challenges, rewards), set a target size and lifetime for the LL, establish
the main outputs to be delivered, scope necessary services (e.g. ICT options). These broad design features
are based on the goals, opportunities, constraints and desirable features of the LL. The candidate LL’s are
expected to form their own detailed proposal based on the general parameters of the design. The detailed
LL proposal is then assessed for credibility against the assessment criteria in (4).
4.
Set the assessment criteria, assessment process and selection team membership for the competition,
reflecting on (2) and (3). The selection team may include independent/external assessors. The criteria,
process and team are included in the competition documents. The assessment process may include a
consultation loop with the LL main sponsor(s), in the EMPOWER case, the EC project officer.
5.
Design of an example contract/Memorandum Of Understanding (between e.g Researcher/PI and LL
co-ordinator) and Application form, to be included in competition documents.
6.
Competition and selection process launch, advertising through official channels (e.g. procurement
website), networks, publicity channels, web etc. Encouraging relevant applications – in person e.g. at
conferences or workshops. Use a webinar to address Questions about the selection process, issue
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) through electronic media.
7.
Following the deadline, initial screening (potentially using weighting on criteria) by the selection
team, with the goal of shortlisting for interview/presentations. The selection team may comprise the
research team, independent external experts, academics etc. This step may also include any sponsor/funder
consultation needed. Following assessment, notify the shortlisted applicants.
8.
Design the process, timetable and selection criteria for use in the interview stage. Presentations and
interviews with the selection team, resulting in a (documented) prioritization of applications.
9.
Invite the successful competition applicant(s) to produce an Inception report to timetable using a
proforma. The inception report is an opportunity to address detail and any concerns raised in the initial
application. In parallel to (10), cycles of review of the Inception report by the selection team, with feedback
to the candidate LL leader. The cycle continues to the point of agreement on inception report.
10.

A specific contract is prepared and sent to candidate LL lead for agreement in principle.

11.

Finally, the award of contract with timeline-adjusted dates for deliverables and reporting.
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Section 3.

How to use in a local context

Illustration of EMPOWER approach for competitioning a Living Lab. Here we describe and illustrate the
process using the examples from the EMPOWER TUC/LL selection process.
EMPOWER
approach steps

EMPOWER case detail

Example
documentation

1. Selection process
timeline

This was constrained by the need to collect at least six months of LL data, allowing for a
period of evaluation, before the formal end of the project. There was a need to advertise the
competition for at least six weeks under the sponsor (EU) requirements.

Table 1, Annex

2. Overall LL coordinator model

EMPOWER research involved four LL city/region cases and seven Take Up Cities (TUCs).
Model 1 was used in three LL, whilst Model 2 was used in the seven TUC’s and one LL. The
choice of co-ordinator model was determined partly at the time of the project submission
for funding and partly following experience with Model 1 in the early stages of EMPOWER
and previous projects.

N/A

3. Initial LL design

Aspects of the LL design were driven by 1) the concept for the research as a whole e.g. the
focus on positive incentives, 2) the sponsor e.g. the requirement that the competition was
open to suitable applicants in any country and 3) the procurement principles of the lead contractor, the University of Leeds (e.g. fair and transparent process, payments against approved
deliverables)

Paper 1, Annex

4. Assessment
Criteria

The Assessment Criteria were designed to reflect aspects of the scheme that were most
likely to ensure successful delivery, were aligned with the EMPOWER goals and would give
a good level of variation in the LL (size, geographic location etc). The assessment criteria are
embedded in the overall application form, which was designed to draw out key design aspects
from the candidate LL. The application form was space limited to encourage focus and to be
practical for the selection committee.

Paper 2 (section 7),
Annex

5. Example contract

The LL were subcontracted to the University of Leeds as the co-ordinating partner, given the
EMPOWER project is not a legal entity in its own right. The example contract is based on UK
contract law and was circulated with the marketing materials. This was to reduce the possibility of a short listed city eventually withdrawing on the grounds of the contract conditions.

Paper 3, Annex

6.Competition launch

The competition launch materials include both formal procurement papers (paper 5) and less
formal marketing materials (Paper 4). In practice, word of mouth and in-person presentations
etc. were a particularly effective means to encourage applications, with the written media as
back up to initial expressions of interest.

Papers 4 and 5, Annex

7. Shortlisting

The shortlisting panel comprised the EMPOWER project management team, two independent external experts (remunerated for the task) and the EC project officer. Shortlisting was
carried out against the published assessment criteria, with a score attached to each. The
scores for all proposals were reviewed and discussed at a virtual meeting to resolve differences in scoring, discuss extreme scores (positive and negative) and agree a shortlist. Twelve
cities were shortlisted for seven opportunities to act as a living lab.

N/A

8. Interviews and
Ranking

Interviews took place in person at an easy to reach location (The Hague, Netherlands). City
representatives attended at their own cost and presented for 45 minutes (including time
for panel questions) over one and a half days. Eight EMPOWER team members assessed the
interviews and final decisions were made on the day.

N/A

9. Inception Report

From the written applications and interview presentations, a more detailed specification
Paper 6 Annex
of the LL was required before contract award. The Inception report template was used to
structure the applications and elicit further detail in particular areas of the proposed scheme.
An iterative cycle took place, with not less than 3 revisions to the inception report before it
was agreed. The main areas for iteration were: the incentives design (which incentives were to
be offered to which individuals?), The evaluation approach to be used (how could the baseline
be established?) and the breakdown on how EMPOWER co-financing was to be used. The
finance provided was structured into four areas of spending and not intended to cover the
total costs of implementation (city and other co-financing was required). Cities were asked
to give evidence that 1) a senior stakeholder was committed (such as the Mayor, city leader)
through a letter of support and 2) at least one incentive provider was committed (also
through a letter of support, signed MOU etc).

10. Contract
preparation

Contract preparation involved taking the draft contract (paper 3) into a bespoke contract for
the individual city. The deliverables schedule was adjusted to allow for lags in the time taken
to sign.

11. Contract Award
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Section 4.

Implementation support and deliverables

Cities selected for LL implementation had on-going support from the project and produced structured
deliverables during the course of the implementation.
On-going support included:
•

Workshop on evaluation

•

Workshop on business models and marketing

•

Workshop on incentives

•

Workshop on impact

•

Workshop on detecting change (establishing the baseline)

•

Workshop on use of ICT tools

•

Workshop on ethics

•

Webinar on reporting full implementation costs

•

Webinar on business models

•

In person visits to each city by a project representative

•

Individual City level discussions on ICT needs/services and ICT back-up

•

Bespoke advice and written feedback on the inception report and draft deliverables by 			
project team members

The materials produced for the workshops and other support have formed the basis for other guidance
notes and EMPOWER Toolkit materials, with the intention that these should be accessible to other TakeUp-Cities beyond the lifetime of EMPOWER.
Written deliverables were produced by each LL implementation periodically and to a template provided
by the University of Leeds. The goals of the deliverables were to capture on-going progress, any deviations
from plan and to allow a build up of the evidence base for impacts of the scheme. The structure of the final
deliverable is provided in Paper 7.
Further information on the results, impact and success of the EMPOWER Living Labs (Take-Up-Cities) can
be found on the EMPOWER website, EMPOWER Toolkit and Deliverables D5.2 and 7.3
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Competition open for applications
Publicity, presentations, webinar and
FAQ
Competition closing date
Evaluation of applications, inc. external
evaluation
Evaluation results and invitations to
interview/presentation
Interviews and presentations
Final results announced
Inception report (prior to contract
signature)
Contract signature

9th Sept 2015
9th Sept 2015 to 9th Dec 2015
Noon (CET) 11th Dec2015
12th Dec to 5th Jan 2016
5th Jan 2016
26th and 27th Jan 2016
31st Jan 2016
Feb 28th 2016
(on acceptance of Inception report)

Table 1: Competition outline timetable (EMPOWER project case)

Paper 1: Summary outline of EMPOWER LL/TUC design

Context: The EMPOWER concept and mobility services will be initially trialled
in large scale ‘living labs’ involving members of the public in the cities of
Enschede (Netherlands), Gothenburg (Sweden), Helsinki (Finland) and
Manchester (UK). In order to deliver our ambitious roll-out plans, we wish to
recruit a further seven TUCs to provide further large scale real-life
implementations.
Funding: The TUC stakeholders will develop and deliver the actual
implementation, with the help of some funding from the EMPOWER budget of
up to €100k. The implementation of the positive incentives measure won’t be
funded by EMPOWER and the applicants should be able to elaborate in their
application how the implementation will be funded. In addition, some financial
support will be made available to each TUC as follows: ICT web2.0 enabled
mobility and incentives services (€25k), marketing and business development
(€25k), recruitment (€25k) and initial incentive services (€25k).
Role within project: EMPOWER partners will assist with some training
functions (for example on evaluation method) and collaborate on the provision
of mobility services (as needed). It is expected that the data arising from the
TUC implementations (e.g on the effectiveness of different incentives) will be
fed back into the EMPOWER toolkit.
Scale: We expect TUC implementations to be ambitious in scale, in line with a
real-life implementation rather than a research study. We anticipate they may
include circa 100,000 participants each.
Timetable: All TUC implementations will take place between Autumn 2016 and
June 2017 so that evaluation results and data will be available within the
EMPOWER project timeschedule.
Eligibility: Any City authority, community authority or Corporate organisation
with responsibility for organising or delivering transport services can apply to
be an EMPOWER TUC. Examples include (but are not limited to) public
transport authorities or agencies, NGOs working in a public service
environment, transnational transport providers (e.g. road or rail) are also
eligible. Parties with registered offices within the EU27 and countries within the
European Research Area are eligible (EU27, Croatia, Iceland, Montenegro,
Serbia, FYROM, Turkey, Switzerland, Norway, Israel, Albania, Moldova).
Whilst there is no country restriction on applicants, consideration will be given
to the European nature of the project.

Paper 2: Application Form

TAKE-UP
City/Community/Corporate
APPLICATION FORM

1

About H2020 EMPOWER

EMPOWER is about rewarding change. We are driving research and innovation
on how positive incentives can encourage citizens to reconsider their travel
choices and reduce the extent to which they travel using conventionally fuelled
vehicles (CFV).
Rewarding change also means rewarding a shift to travelling in off-peak hours,
sharing, and schemes to help people avoid travelling altogether.
EMPOWER is about the use of positive incentives such as information, points,
discounts, rewards, community support and games, rather than charging,
pricing, rationing, restrictions and regulation.
Smart devices (phones and tablets) will allow two-way information flow between
the travelling public and transport authorities, including the ability to offer
tailored incentives relevant to the individuals travel patterns. The Empower ICT
services are being developed using a variety of solutions from Mobidot and
Pocketweb, such as Move Smarter, Commute Greener, and more.
We are researching viable business models and how best to evaluate the
success of such schemes.
EMPOWER will produce a Toolkit that not only supports industry, policy makers
and employers to understand, help choose and implement positive policy
interventions during this project but will also be launched to exist beyond the
project and will be self-supporting. The toolkit will include:


a database with evidence of the impact of positive incentives to reduce the
use of CFV, based on both historical evidence and evaluation outcomes
from the EMPOWER living labs



ICT based mobility services to deliver incentives



organisational/business models for the use of positive incentives



an enhanced evaluation method, so that it is possible to monitor the benefits
and impacts of introducing positive incentives schemes to reduce CFV

The EMPOWER Key Performance Indicators are:


A 15%-50% reduction in the use of conventionally fuelled vehicles in cities
or communities (Measured by reductions in Vehicle Kilometers travelled by
Conventionally Fuelled Vehicles)



30% increase in travellers' self-reported positive evaluation of urban
accessibility and attractiveness (measured through feedback mechanisms
including social media and questionnaires, disaggregated to establish
impact on vulnerable groups and gendered effects)



75% Customer/user satisfaction with the EMPOWER mobility service
(measured through feedback mechanisms including social media and
questionnaires, disaggregated to ensure representation of vulnerable travel
groups and gender)



10% response rate for vulnerable travel groups (we will actively approach
vulnerable groups and aim for a minimum active contribution from this
approached group of 10%)

Rewarding change also means rewarding a shift to travelling in off-peak hours,
sharing, and schemes to help people avoid travelling altogether. Our evaluation
of scheme success will also aim to detect these changes.
EMPOWER is sponsored by H2020 and started in May 2015. Further information about
EMPOWER can be found on our website: http://empowerproject.eu/

2

Take Up Cities, Communities and Corporates (TUCs) in
EMPOWER

The EMPOWER concept and mobility services will be initially trialled in large
scale ‘living labs’ involving members of the public in the cities of Enschede
(Netherlands), Gothenburg (Sweden), Helsinki (Finland) and Manchester (UK).
In order to deliver our ambitious roll-out plans, we wish to recruit a further seven
TUCs to provide further large scale real-life implementations.
The TUC implementations will start from Autumn 2016 when the EMPOWER
services will be mature. The TUC stakeholders will develop and deliver the
actual implementation, with the help of some funding from the EMPOWER
budget of up to €100k. EMPOWER partners will assist with some training
functions (for example on evaluation method) and collaborate on the provision
of mobility services (as needed). It is expected that the data arising from the
TUC implementations (e.g on the effectiveness of different incentives) will be
fed back into the EMPOWER toolkit. We expect TUC implementations to be
ambitious in scale, in line with a real-life implementation rather than a research
study. We anticipate they may include circa 100,000 participants each.
All TUC implementations will take place between Autumn 2016 and June 2017
so that evaluation results and data will be available within the EMPOWER
project timeschedule.
3

Application documents

This application form is accompanied by two further documents:
(i)

Invitation to the EMPOWER Competition


Instructions and Information on the competition



Requirements



Format

(ii) Example contract (to be used with the successful applicants)
4

Eligibility

Any City authority, community authority or Corporate organisation with
responsibility for organising or delivering transport services can apply to be an
EMPOWER TUC. Examples include (but are not limited to) public transport
authorities or agencies, NGOs working in a public service environment,
transnational transport providers (e.g. road or rail) are also eligible. Parties with
registered offices within the EU27 and countries within the European Research
Area are eligible (EU27, Croatia, Iceland, Montenegro, Serbia, FYROM,
Turkey, Switzerland, Norway, Israel, Albania, Moldova). Whilst there is no
country restriction on applicants, consideration will be given to the European
nature of the project.
Using this application form, applicants should submit a well elaborated case for
the application of EMPOWER positive incentives schemes in their city, region
or area of operation. The form should include a scanned copy of at least one
Letter of Support signed by a senior local political representative/policy maker.
Other letters of support may also be included.
Please note: this application form is only eligible when accompanied by a Letter
of Support signed by a senior local political representative.
5

Finance and Funding

The implementation of the positive incentives measure won’t be funded by
EMPOWER and the applicants should be able to elaborate in their application
how the implementation will be funded. In addition, some financial support will
be made available to each TUC as follows:
ICT web2.0 enabled mobility and incentives services (€25k), marketing and
business development (€25k), recruitment (€25k) and initial incentive services
(€25k). If the planned incentives scheme includes mobility tracking services to
be provided by the EMPOWER partner Mobidot, €25K will be transferred
directly to Mobidot and will therefore not be available to the TUC.
The payment schedule against deliverables will be as follows:
Deliverable
Inception (report prior to contract
signature)
Interim progress report
Evaluation report (using
EMPOWER KPI’s as a minimum)
Data for the EMPOWER toolkit
Final report

Delivery date
Feb 28th 2016

Payment
None

Contract Start date + 2
months
Nov 30th 2017

25%

Nov 30th 2017
Jan 31st 2018

15%
10%

50%

6

Deadline for submissions

To apply to be an EMPOWER TUC, send your application by noon CET,7th Dec
2015 to the address below. The applications will be shortlisted by EMPOWER
partners plus an external independent. Shortlisted applicants will be invited for
interview and to give a presentation of their case during the 2 nd/3rd week, Jan
2016. Further information on the interviews/presentations will be provided to
the shortlisted candidates by the 5th Jan. Decisions on final TUC selection will
be announced by Jan 31st 2016.
Apart from the letter(s) of support, no additional material (background
documents, strategic planning documents etc.) should be sent with the
application form. Any further attachments will be removed and discarded before
evaluation.
7

Criteria for selection

The following assessment criteria will be used in the evaluation of the
application form. Each criterion will have equal weight and will be rated on a
scale from ‘excellent’ to ‘weak’.
Impact: convincing evidence of expected impact against the main EMPOWER
KPI’s
Geographic location: schemes may be based in any of the eligible countries.
However, those that are not entirely located in the same countries as the
existing four Living Labs cities i.e. England, Netherlands, Sweden, Finland will
be particularly welcome. Schemes may be transnational and traverse these or
other countries
 Size of the city/region (based on number of inhabitants): across the
TUC’s selected, a good spread between large, medium-sized, and small
cities will be aimed for;
 Spatial scope: across the TUC’s selected, a good mix of the spatial
scope of implementation (city district, urban area, urban agglomeration,
region) will be aimed for.
 EMPOWER is a CIVITAS project and we welcome applications from Cities
which are CIVITAS members or have not participated in a CIVITAS project yet

Technical: the planned location should be able to support the technical
requirements of EMPOWER type schemes, i.e. good mobile phone signal/ICT
capabilities
Type of incentives scheme planned – priority will be given to TUC’s
implementing schemes that are based on the existing EMPOWER software
capabilities or who are willing to fund additional software development for
alternative types of positive incentives schemes

Policy Synergy:
with other planned schemes and overall
transport/sustainability strategy for City/Community
Timeframe for implementation: to be within EMPOWER project TUC
timescales, including a period for evaluation
Public acceptability: demonstrated understanding of Public Acceptability
issues and potential measures to overcome any
Financial support: evidence of willingness to co-fund implementation of the
scheme, including support in kind (such as provision of staff time) plus tangible
funds (e.g for any computing infrastructure, incentives, additional advertising
etc).
Political support for the scheme; evidenced e.g by letter of support signed
by a senior local political/authority representative plus nominated persons to
support the project (see also admin arrangements). A clear commitment to ensure
the upscaling/ deployment of the measure beyond the project life time would be seen
as a positive indication of support.

Incentives providers: the TUC proposal should be able to demonstrate it
already has the support of potential incentives providers
Existing scheme context: presence of an existing similar scheme or not – the
relationship with any similar existing scheme should be explained
Administrative arrangements and support: Identification and commitment of
an English speaking main officer who can also function as an EMPOWER
‘ambassador’ to other local stakeholders in the city/region;
 Identification and commitment of a political representative to ensure the
necessary policy support.
 Identification and commitment of an English speaking officer to deal with
the
administrative, financial and reporting requirements that result from the
subcontracting agreement between UNIVLEEDS and the successful TUC
Data/Evaluation plans: demonstration of a willingness and capability to supply
data and or evaluation in line with the EMPOWER Evaluation requirements
Recruitment potential: plans concerning the use of existing databases,
publicity marketing efforts etc
Ethical procedures: consideration has already been given to ethical
requirements around the implementation data

Specific communities: compatibility with the EMPOWER
acknowledging gendered impact and impact on vulnerable groups

view

on

8. Inception report
The seven successful applicants will be asked to produce an inception report
by the end of Feb 2016 and prior to the signing of contracts. This will provide a
detailed description of the scheme to be implemented, the work to be carried
out, deliverables to the EMPOWER project, data handling and any IPR issues.
For any questions related to the technical and transport related issues in
this document, please contact Marcel Meeuwissen (EMPOWER
Dissemination and Impact leader), m.meeuwissen@enschede.nl or
Susan Grant-Muller (EMPOWER Consortium Leader) s.m.grantmuller@its.leeds.ac.uk. For issues concerning procurement process,
contracts, administration or legal aspects, please contact …… (to be
inserted)

The project leading to this application has received funding from the European
Union’s Horizon2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 636249

EMPOWER TUC: APPLICATION FORM

I. DETAILS OF APPLICANT
Name
of
Community
Corporate

City,
or

Country
Address:
Street / No.
Postal Code, City
Contact person1:

(involved in transport policy, planning, supply, management, English
Speaking)

Name
Telephone
Email
Contact person2:

(administrative and financial contact)

Name
Telephone
Email
Spatial Scope:

Please tick the category in which the incentives measure would be
implemented:
City District

Urban Agglomeration

Whole municipality

Region

Rural Area

Suburban Area

National

Transnational

Briefly describe the current or previous experience (if any) of your
City/Community/Corporate in working with web2.0 enabled schemes, mobile
applications (apps), social media, mobility tracking etc. in the transport domain (500
words max)

II. POSITIVE INCENTIVES IMPLEMENTATION TO REWARD CHANGE AND REDUCE THE
USE OF CONVENTIONALLY FUELLED VEHICLES
Please describe the plans for implementation of an innovative measure in line with the
EMPOWER concept.
1. Abstract (500 words max)

2. Please describe the main challenges your city/town is facing in relation to urban
transport, the history of your local transport policy, and its policy priorities objectives
(500 words max)

3. Detail of the planned real-life implementation of positive incentives to reduce the use
of conventionally fuelled vehicles and reward change.
Please use the space below to describe the planned implementation of positive incentives that
will be based on mobility services delivered through web2.0 enabled smartphone, tablet etc.
The total number of pages for this section should not exceed 10 pages, excluding letter(s) of
support and references. Additional pages will be discarded before evaluation. Minimum font
size is 10point, single spacing. The following headings should be used:
(i)

Impact (convincing basis for an expected impact against the main EMPOWER
KPI’s)

(ii)

Geographic location (special attention will be paid to schemes that are not entirely
based in locations outside the existing 4 Living Lab countries ie outside England,
Netherlands, Sweden, Finland)

(iii)

Details of positive incentives scheme planned (include details on stakeholders
involved, target group from the general population, incentives to be offered,
incentive providers, data governance, expected number of participants)

(iv)

Technical considerations (briefly summarise any ICT related strengths or
weaknesses)

(v)

Policy Synergy:
with other planned schemes
transport/sustainability strategy for City/Community

and

the

overall

(vi)

Timeframe for implementation (to be within EMPOWER project TUC timescales,
including a period for evaluation)

(vii)

Public acceptability: demonstrated understanding of Public Acceptability issues
and potential measures to overcome any

(viii)

Financial support: evidence of willingness to co-fund implementation of the
scheme, including support in kind (such as provision of staff time) plus tangible funds
(e.g for any computing infrastructure, incentives, additional advertising etc)

(ix)

Political support for the scheme; evidenced e.g by letter(s) of support signed
by a senior local political/authority representative plus nominated persons to support
the project (see also admin arrangements)

(x)

Incentives providers: the TUC proposal should be able to demonstrate it
already has the support of potential incentives providers

(xi)

Existing scheme context: presence of an existing similar scheme or not – the
relationship with any similar existing scheme should be explained

(xii)

Administrative arrangements and support: Identification and commitment of an
English speaking main officer who can also function as an EMPOWER ‘ambassador’
to other local stakeholders in the city/region;

(xiii)

Data/Evaluation plans: demonstration of a willingness and capability to supply data
and an evaluation plan that includes the EMPOWER KPI as a minimum

(xiv)

Recruitment potential: plans concerning the use of existing databases, publicity
marketing efforts etc

(xv)

Ethical procedures: consideration to ethical
implementation data

(xvi)

Specific communities: compatibility with the EMPOWER view on acknowledging
gendered impact and impact on vulnerable groups

requirements around the

4. In case your TUC application is not successful, would you be interested to act as an
EMPOWER follower, with early access to outputs, newsletters etc?  YES - NO

NON-COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
Please detail below all matters in which your Competition application does not comply
with the requirements laid down in either the Invitation to Competition documentation
or the application form above. Sequentially number each point in the first column for
ease of reference. If required, take copies of this blank form for additional points of
non-compliance. Cross reference to any supporting information that is appended to
this document.
PAGE

No.

_____

OF ______

Matter not complied with Extent of non-compliance, alternatives
in competition
offered and effect on the competition
requirement

Thank you for your application! This application form is eligible only when
accompanied by at least one Letter of Support signed by a local political
representative.

Paper 3: Example sub-contract
SUB CONTRACT FOR CITIES, COMMUNITIES or CORPORATE ENTITIES
[TUC contact details)

Dear Madam
EU Horizon 2020 funding
Project title: “EMPOWER”
Reference number: DA/2254
Background
The European Union, acting by the European Commission (“Funding Body”) has
awarded the above titled grant relating to the Horizon 2020 “EMPOWER Project” to
Dr Susan Grant-Muller at the University of Leeds (“the Lead Organisation”) and the
Lead Organisation is working on the EMPOWER Project with a consortium of other
bodies (“Consortium”). The co-investigators are 2. NEDERLANDSE ORGANISATIE
VOOR TOEGEPAST NATUURWETENSCHAPPELIJK ONDERZOEK - TNO (TNO),
27376655, established in SCHOEMAKERSTRAAT 97, DELFT 2628 VK,
Netherlands, NL002875718B01, 3. GEMEENTE ENSCHEDE (ENSCHEDE),
08215195, established in HENGELOSESTRAAT 51, ENSCHEDE 7514 AD,
Netherlands, 4. IMTECH TRAFFIC & INFRA BV (IMTECH) BV, 31006154,
established in HARDWAREWEG 11, AMERSFOORT 3821 BL, Netherlands,
NL806096536B19, 5. WUPPERTAL INSTITUT FUR KLIMA, UMWELT, ENERGIE
GMBH (WUPPERTAL INSTITUT FUR KLIMA, UMWELT, ENERGIE GMBH.) GMBH,
HRB7619, established in DOPPERSBERG 19, WUPPERTAL 42103, Germany,
DE121091633, 6. VIKTORIA SWEDISH ICT AB (VIKTORIA) AB, 5565424339,
established in LINDHOLMSPIREN 3A, GOTEBORG 417 56, Sweden,
SE556542433901, 7. UNIVERSITEIT TWENTE (UNIVERSITEIT TWENTE), 387,
established in DRIENERLOLAAN 5, ENSCHEDE 7522 NB, Netherlands,
NL002946725B01, 8. MOBIDOT BV (Mobidot) BV, 57131422, established in
HENGELOSESTRAAT 511, ENSCHEDE 7521 AG, Netherlands, NL852450758B01,
9. FORUM VIRIUM HELSINKI OY (FORUM VIRI), 2170029-2, established in
Aleksanterinkatu 16-18, Helsinki 00170, Finland, FI2170029-2, 10. UNITED
NATIONS HUMAN SETTLEMENTS PROGRAMME (UN-HABITAT PROGRAMME
DES NATIONS UNIES POUR LES ETABLISSEMENTSHUMAINS), A/ RES/56/206,
established in NAIROBI 00100, Kenya, 11. SURDURULEBILIR ULASIM DERNEGI
(STA) TR3, 34182188, established in GUMUSSUYU MAH INONU CAD 29 SAADET
APT KAT 6 DAIRE 7 BEYOGLU, ISTANBUL 34437, Turkey, TR7870333127, 12.
POCKETWEB GMBH (Pocketweb) GMBH, HRB135807B, established in
BOCKHSTRASSE 13, BERLIN, Germany, DE278577632.

Roles of the parties to this contract

This agreement forms part of the overall EMPOWER Project and is entered into
between the Lead Organisation and the XXX Municipality (“Organisation”). The
Lead Organisation is acting on behalf of all of the beneficiaries of the EMPOWER
Project. The Organisation is acting on behalf of all the cities, communities or
corporate entities named herein XXXX The parties to this letter agreement are
referred to as “Collaborators”. The EMPOWER Project leading to this application
has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under Grant Agreement no 636249

Administrative matters
The grant will be administered by the Lead Organisation. The Organisation will cooperate with the Lead Organisation to perform the project works envisaged by this
present agreement funded by the above mentioned grant (the “TUC Project”) and
the terms and conditions of the award letter relating to the EMPOWER Project will
apply to the Organisation’s conduct of the TUC Project. A copy of the award letter
relating to the EMPOWER Project is available from the Lead Organisation subject to
agreement of appropriate confidentiality obligations imposed upon the Organisation.
The Project start date is 1st June 2016 (“Start Date”) for a period of 6 months unless
a reduced or increased TUC Project period is agreed between the Collaborators.
This Agreement will become effective on the date of the final signature hereto, and
will apply retrospectively to work done in relation to the Project on or after the Start
Date.
Works to be performed
The Organisation shall perform the work programmes envisaged in the inception
report (“Inception Report”) provided by the Organisation and attached as the First
Schedule to this Agreement, or as may be otherwise agreed in writing between the
Collaborators.
Results, intellectual property and their use
All intellectual property and know how generated in the course of the TUC Project
(“Arising IP”) shall belong to the Lead Organisation. Ownership of the Final Report
to be generated by the Organisation as part of the TUC Project, to the extent legally
permissible, is hereby assigned by the Organisation to the Lead Organisation. To the
extent such assignment is not permissible, the Organisation undertakes to assign
ownership of the Final Report once the Final Report is completed and hereby grants
to the Lead Organisation until the date of such assignment a non-exclusive,
perpetual, royalty-free licence to use the information, intellectual property and know
how generated in the course of the TUC Project by the Organisation for all purposes
both during and after the TUC Project. The Lead Organisation hereby grants to the
Organisation a non-exclusive, perpetual, royalty-free licence to use the information
contained in the Final Report for all purposes both during and after the TUC Project.

Ongoing reporting
The Organisation shall provide reports to the Lead Organisation promptly in relation
to progress achieved as part of the TUC Project upon the Lead Organisation’s
reasonable request. This is to enable the Lead Organisation to comply with its own
obligations as part of the EMPOWER Project.
Sharing of information by the Lead Organisation
The Organisation agrees and acknowledges that the Lead Organisation has the right
(but not the obligation) to share any information, documents, materials and all other
outputs of the TUC Project with members of the Consortium and the Funding Body.
Financing
The Lead Organisation will forward to the Organisation the total sum of up to
€100,000 (one hundred thousand Euros) towards the cost of its contribution to the
TUC Project, subject always to receipt by the Lead Organisation of the funds from
the Funding Body. These funds are allocated as set out in the Second Schedule and
up to €25,000 of those funds may be paid to a Delivery Partner.
The Organisation will invoice the Lead Organisation quarterly in arrears on the basis
of actual expenditure against the budget headings listed in the Second Schedule.
The Lead Organisation shall pay the Organisation within 30 days of receipt of said
invoice. The final invoice will be sent by the Organisation to the Lead Organisation
within two (2) months of the end of the TUC Project to allow preparation of the final
cost statement by the Lead Organisation. The Organisation will accompany each
invoice under the TUC Project with an itemised breakdown of the matched funding, if
any, provided or incurred by the Organisation. The Lead Organisation shall have the
right to request from the Organisation such further information, descriptions or
evidence of all matters relating to financing of the TUC Project for the duration of and
for 6 months following the TUC Project, which the Organisation hereby agrees to
provide.
In the event that the Funding Body requires the reimbursement by the Lead
Organisation of any sums paid under this letter agreement, then to the extent that
such requirement arises from the acts or omissions of the Organisation, the
Organisation hereby agrees to reimburse the Lead Organisation the sum claimed by
the Lead Organisation together with any interest charged thereon.
All financial correspondence from the Organisation to the Lead Organisation must be
sent to:
Faculty Finance Office, Faculty of Environment, University of Leeds, Leeds, West
Yorkshire, LS2 9JT, England, marked “For the attention of Quentin Birkinshaw” and
quoting reference: EMPOWER Project, Susan Grant-Muller. Electronic copies of all
such correspondence must also be sent to: c.pickerden@leeds.ac.uk.

Professional mobility services/ICT services
In relation to the TUC Project, there are two Delivery Partners of these services
(“Delivery Partners”). The Organisation is not obliged to use one of the Delivery
Partners, provided that the Organisation can demonstrate to the Lead Organisation’s
reasonable satisfaction that the Professional mobility/ICT services can be securely
delivered by a third party to be appointed by the Organisation (“ICT Contractor”). If
the Organisation does not demonstrate the competence of the ICT Contractor, it is
strongly recommended that the Organisation appoints one of the Delivery Partners.
In the event that the Organisation appoints one of the Delivery Partners, a separate
agreement for services will be entered into between the Organisation and the
relevant Delivery Partner.
Improper conduct of the TUC Project
Each of the Collaborators (including any employee, sub-contractor or agent of that
Collaborator, in all cases whether or not acting with the other Collaborators’
knowledge) agrees to comply with (and agrees to procure that its employees, subcontractors or agents of that Collaborator shall) all applicable anti-corruption and antibribery laws and any other applicable laws in connection with their performance of
the TUC Project under this letter agreement, (including laws relating to import and
export control, hazardous materials transportation laws, anti-money laundering laws,
and tax laws). Any failure by a Collaborator (including any employee, sub-contractor
or agent of that Collaborator) to comply with any provision of this clause is
considered to be a breach of this letter agreement and the other Collaborator may
terminate this letter agreement with immediate effect notwithstanding any other
provision herein. In the event that a Collaborator has reasonable grounds, in its own
discretion, to believe that another Collaborator may have violated any provision of
this paragraph, the violating or suspected Collaborator agrees to provide the other
Collaborator with reasonable access to books, records, documents, or other files
relating to any such possible violation.
Impact
The Organisation acknowledges that they will be required to demonstrate their
impact as per the KPIs set out in Appendix 1. Each of the Collaborators agrees to
comply with all reasonable requests made by the other Collaborator to provide such
information (not including Confidential Information) as the requesting Collaborator
may reasonably require in order to address requirements placed on them. Such
information may include (in relation to the Project), but shall not be limited to, effects,
changes or benefits to the economy, society, public policy or services, health and the
environment.
Governing law
This agreement shall be interpreted and construed in accordance with English law.
The Collaborators hereby submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts in

connection with any dispute arising out of the formation or operation of this
agreement. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Collaborators undertake to use best
efforts to settle any dispute amicably, including escalation within their organisations
and mediation at a venue to be agreed.

I should be grateful if you would confirm that you are happy to accept the
Organisation’s share of the financing available on the above terms by signing and
returning a copy of this letter to me at the above address.

Agreed and accepted on behalf of the University of Leeds:
Signature:
Name/Position:
Date:
University of Leeds, Woodhouse Lane,
Leeds LS2 9JT VAT no: GB613451470

I/We hereby accept the terms of this agreement and agree to be bound by them for
and on behalf of the city of XXXX
Accepted on behalf of XXXX

Signature:
Name/Position:
Date:

XXXX

First Schedule
Description of the TUC Project works

EMPOWER

EMPOWER
EMPOWERING a reduction in use of conventionally
fuelled vehicles using positive policy measures

Grant agreement n°: 636249
Start date: 1 May 2015
Duration: 36 months
Area: Mobility for Growth: Societal Challenges
Project Officer: Mr Walter Mauritsch

Inception Report Take-Up City XXX
Version:
Due date of submission: xxxx
Actual submission date: xxxx
Responsible Take-Up City: xxxx

[insert the agreed Inception report here]
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The Delivery Partners referred to in the letter agreement are:
Mobidot B.V.
Hengelosestraat 511
7521 AG Enschede
The Netherlands
+31 6 51913112
E-Mail: info@mobidot.nl
or
Pocketweb GmbH
Böckhstraße 13
10967 Berlin
Germany
Telefon: +49 30 / 915 614 70
E-Mail: loslegen@pocketweb.de

Second Schedule
Financing

Deliverable
Implementation report (with updated
project gantt)
Interim Report
Project data (using EMPOWER KPIs
as a minimum)
Final report

Delivery date
Contract Start Date + 2
months
Contract Start Date + 50%
of contract duration
End of Project (and by 30
November 2017)
End of Project + 2 months
(and by 31 Jan 2018)

Payment
Invoice 1
Invoice 2
Invoice 3
Invoice 4

Notes






total sum of up to €100,000 (allocation of a maximum €25k to a Delivery Partner for use of EMPOWER ICT Tools to
be negotiated where appropriate)
To be invoiced in arrears on the basis of actual expenditure against the four budget headings including an itemised
breakdown of the matched funding. The headings are: ICT web2.0 enabled mobility services (€25k), marketing and
business development (€25k), recruitment (€25k) and initial incentive services (€25k).
The final invoice to be sent within two (2) months of the end of the TUC Project
University of Leeds (EMPOWER Co-ordinator) has the right to request further information, descriptions or evidence
for the duration of and for 6 months following the TUC Project
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Appendix 1 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)



A 15%-50% reduction in the use of conventionally fuelled vehicles in cities or communities
(Measured by reductions in Vehicle Kilometers travelled by Conventionally Fuelled Vehicles)



30% increase in travellers' self-reported positive evaluation of urban accessibility and attractiveness
(measured through feedback mechanisms including social media and questionnaires,
disaggregated to establish impact on vulnerable groups and gendered effects)



75% Customer/user satisfaction with the EMPOWER mobility service (measured through feedback
mechanisms including social media and questionnaires, disaggregated to ensure representation of
vulnerable travel groups and gender)



10% response rate for vulnerable travel groups (we will actively approach vulnerable groups and
aim for a minimum active contribution from this approached group of 10%)



Rewarding change also means rewarding a shift to travelling in off-peak hours, sharing, and
schemes to help people avoid travelling altogether. Our evaluation of scheme success will also aim
to detect these changes.
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Paper 4: Marketing
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Paper 5 Invitation to competition

Central Purchasing Department
3 Cavendish Road
Leeds
LS2 9JT
Date: 11th September 2015
INVITATION TO COMPETITION
Dear sir/madam,
The project leading to this application has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research
and innovation programme under grant agreement No 636249
You are invited by the University of Leeds (hereafter referred to as the University) to submit a proposal for a
Demonstration of a Positive Incentives Scheme to Reduce the use of Conventionally Fuelled vehicles
This document accompanies two further documents (i) The EMPOWER TUC application form and (ii) Example
Sub contract
Competition submission DATE:

Noon CET on 11th December 2015

Any questions regarding this Invitation document should be submitted to https://intendhost.co.uk/universityofleeds/aspx/Home
using the Correspondence feature.
Any agreement will be subject to the Terms & Conditions stated in the Example sub contract.
Yours sincerely

Richard Clarke
Senior Contracts Manager
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:

0113 343 2994.
0113 343 2991
r.clarke@adm.leeds.ac.uk
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Section 1 – Instructions and Information on the Competition procedures
Introduction
1.1. These instructions are designed to ensure that all applications to the competition are given equal and
fair consideration. It is important therefore that you provide all the information asked for in the format
and order stipulated.
1.2. Competition applicants should ensure they have read and fully understood the guidance set out in this
document and the two additional documents that accompany it before submitting an application to the
competition.
Timetable
1.3. This timetable is provisional and may be subject to change, but will be adhered to as far as reasonably
possible.
Competition open for applications

11th September 2015

Competition closing date

Noon (CET) 11th Dec

Evaluation of applications

12th Dec to 5th Jan 2016

Evaluation results and invitations to
interview/presentation

5th Jan 2016

Interviews and presentations

26th and 27th Jan 2016

Final results announced

31st Jan 2016

Completion of an inception report by the
competition winners

28th February 2016

Sign off of subcontract (subject to
acceptance of inception report)

1st May 2016

Competition process
1.4. You are invited to submit an application to the competition for the Demonstration of Positive Incentives
Scheme to Reduce the Use of Conventionally Fuelled vehicles to the Institute for Transport Studies at
the University of Leeds.
Late Competition applications
1.5. It is your responsibility to submit your application to the competition before the stated deadline, including
allowing sufficient time to upload all documents. The University shall have the discretion to extend this
deadline if it feels the circumstances warrant an extension, which shall be granted to all bidders.
Incomplete Competition applications
1.6. Competition applications may be rejected if the information requested is not provided by the time of the
competition close date.
Queries
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1.7. The University reserves the right to share applicant questions and the University response to all
applicants where appropriate. These may be issued periodically in consolidated form.
Confidentiality & Inducements
1.8. You shall not offer or give any sum of consideration, directly or indirectly, to any person in relation to
the competition.
1.9. You shall not enter into any agreement or arrangement with any other person to prevent others from
entering the competition.
Costs & Expenses
1.10.
You will not be entitled to claim from the University any costs or expenses incurred in preparing
your application to the competition regardless of whether it is successful.
Freedom of Information
1.11.
The University is a Public authority within the meaning of the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
Information received from the applicant may be made available on demand in accordance with the
Freedom of Information Act 2000. Applicants should state if any of the information supplied by them in
response to this invitation to competition is confidential or commercially sensitive or should not be
disclosed in response to a request for information under the aforementioned act. Applicants should state
why they consider the information to be confidential or commercially sensitive. This will not guarantee
that the information is treated as confidential by the University, nor that it will not be disclosed in
response to Freedom of Information requests. Information will be examined in the light of the
exemptions provided in the Freedom of Information Act before a decision to disclose or not is made.
Basis of the Contract
1.12.
The requirements in Section 2 and the terms and conditions specified in the Example sub contract
together with any special requirements will form the basis of the contract between the successful
applicant and the University. The contract will be formed by the applicant’s acceptance of a purchase
order from the University or other contractual documents whichever is applicable.
1.13.
The University reserves the right to terminate negotiations where the applicant unreasonably
seeks to raise contractual issues that have not previously been included in the compliance statement.
The University reserves the right not to entertain any discussion or negotiation on some or all of the
provisions of the draft contract and/or schedules and makes no undertaking that any proposed
amendments will be accepted.
Format of Competitions
1.14.
It is requested that applicants should present their proposals in the following format. All material
should be in English.

Evaluation
1.15.
The contract will be awarded to the seven applicants that (1) are shortlisted according to the
criteria below and (2) are subsequently scored the highest from those shortlisted at an interview and
presentation panel that will take place in January 2016
Stage 1 shortlisting of competition applications
Competitions will be short listed to a presentation stage based on the following criteria:
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Impact: convincing evidence of expected impact against the main EMPOWER KPI’s
Geographic location: schemes may be based in any of the eligible countries. However, those that are not
entirely located in the same countries as the existing four Living Labs cities ie England, Netherlands,
Sweden, Finland will be particularly welcome. Schemes may be transnational and traverse these or other
countries
 Size of the city/region (based on number of inhabitants): across the TUC’s selected, a good spread
between large, medium-sized, and small cities will be aimed for;
 Spatial scope: across the TUC’s selected, a good mix of the spatial scope of implementation (city
district, urban area, urban agglomeration, region) will be aimed for.
Technical: the planned location should be able to support the technical requirements of EMPOWER type
schemes, ie good mobile phone signal/ICT capabilities
Type of incentives scheme planned – priority with be given to TUC’s implementing schemes that are
based on the existing EMPOWER software capabilities or who are willing to fund additional software
development for alternative types of positive incentives schemes
Policy Synergy: with other planned schemes and overall transport/sustainability strategy for
City/Community
Timeframe for implementation: to be within EMPOWER project TUC timescales, including a period for
evaluation
Public acceptability: demonstrated understanding of Public Acceptability issues and potential measures
to overcome any
Financial support: evidence of willingness to co-fund implementation of the scheme, including support in
kind (such as provision of staff time) plus tangible funds (e.g for any computing infrastructure, incentives,
additional advertising etc)
Political support for the scheme; evidenced e.g by letter of support signed by a senior local
political/authority representative plus nominated persons to support the project (see also admin
arrangements)
Incentives providers: the TUC proposal should be able to demonstrate it already has the support of
potential incentives providers
Existing scheme context: presence of an existing similar scheme or not – the relationship with any
similar existing scheme should be explained
Administrative arrangements and support: Identification and commitment of an English speaking main
officer who can also function as an EMPOWER ‘ambassador’ to other local stakeholders in the city/region;
 Identification and commitment of a political representative to ensure the
necessary policy support.
 Identification and commitment of an English speaking officer to deal with the
administrative, financial and reporting requirements that result from the subcontracting agreement
between UNIVLEEDS and the successful TUC
Data/Evaluation plans: demonstration of a willingness and capability to supply data and or evaluation in
line with the EMPOWER Evaluation requirements
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Recruitment potential: plans concerning the use of existing databases, publicity marketing efforts etc
Ethical procedures: consideration has already been given to ethical requirements around the
implementation data
Specific communities: compatibility with the EMPOWER view on acknowledging gendered impact and
impact on vulnerable groups
Each criteria will have equal weight and will be rated on a scale from excellent to weak.

Stage 2 Presentations;
The final award will be based on a presentation and interview. Applications that are shortlisted will be notified no
later than Jan 5th 2016 on the format of the presentation and interview panel, including the criteria to be used for
final assessment.
Section 2 – Your competition application
2.1. Your competition application should consist of one electronic document only, you should upload the
document within one zipped file.

2.2. In addition to completion of the Appendices and schedules attached, applicants shall also submit the
following:
o

Details of any sub-contractors proposed and your method of informing the university of any
change of sub contractor during performance of the contract.

o

A statement of competence for the Contractor and any sub-contractors to undertake the work

2.3. Data Protection, Confirm that you will at all times, comply with the University Code of Practice on
Data Protection
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/secretariat/data_protection_code_of_practice.html
2.4. Equality and Diversity, The University is strongly committed to Equality and Inclusion. The
University has legal requirements under equality law and in particular the Equality Act (2010). You
must confirm that you will fully respect the University's equality and inclusion policies and equality law
and that you will not do anything to cause the University to be in breach of its commitments. You must
confirm that you will fully co-operate with any equality initiatives and policies of the University.
http://www.equality.leeds.ac.uk/university-policies-2/
2.5. Anti Bribery Policy, your competition must include a response to the following:
a) Confirmation whether you have a policy in place regarding compliance with the Bribery Act 2010
b) Confirmation whether you conduct training with regards to this policy
c) Confirmation you will comply with the University Anti-Bribery Policy
http://www.leeds.ac.uk/secretariat/documents/anti_bribery_policy.pdf
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2.6. Your competition must be in the form of a point by point response using the Application Form.
Section 3 – Format of competition
Format

3.1. Questions regarding the competition should be raised at least 1 week before the competition deadline
3.2. Applicants are requested to present their proposals using the competition application form (separate
document) and to strictly adhere to the word and page limits indicated.
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Paper 6: Inception Report Template

EMPOWER
EMPOWERING a reduction in use of conventionally
fuelled vehicles using positive policy measures

Grant agreement n°: 636249
Start date: 1 May 2015
Duration: 36 months
Area: Mobility for Growth: Societal Challenges
Project Officer: Mr Walter Mauritsch

Inception Report Take-Up Cities
Version:
Due date of submission: 29 February 2016
Actual submission date: xxx
Responsible Take-Up City: xxx
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1. Introduction
As part of becoming an EMPOWER Take-Up City/Organisation (TUC) the Inception Report is the next step in the
procurement process. The aim is not to duplicate the material provided in the application form, but to take this to the
next level of detail and provide some additional information. The process of developing the Inception Report should be
helpful to the actual implementation of the TUC-scheme and will make it easier for EMPOWER to support and connect
to the TUC. Acceptance of the Inception Report is necessary before a contract can be considered.
Please follow the headlines provided below and respect the page limits. The sections include some examples or context
from our EMPOWER experiences, but the TUC is free to add additional information or their own examples in order to
clarify the scheme (within the overall page limits).
We need a clear, concrete picture of what is going to be done in order for the EMPOWER consortium to step into the
final phase of contract preparation.
The topics we would like you to address are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Problem statement
Target group, foreseen modal shift, recruitment and retention
Incentives, incentive schemes and incentive providers
Technical (ICT) tools to be used
Evaluation and KPIs
Planning and Budget
Staff, Cooperation, partners involved
Engagement actions with the EMPOWER consortium

If there are specific questions we can help with, please contact Claire Pickerden, EMPOWER project manager at
C.Pickerden@Leeds.ac.uk using the following dates as deadlines:
Wed 10th, Wed 17th, Wed 24th Feb.
We will take batches of enquires together as there may be common questions where we can issue advice to all TUC
applicants.
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2. Problem statement (1 page max)
This section should focus on describing the specific problem(s)/challenge(s) that the TUC will be aimed towards: what problem will be
solved by the TUC scheme? It should not include wider material about general traffic/transport problems in the area, or past
experience in running schemes. The objective of EMPOWER is to reduce the use of conventionally fuelled vehicles (CFV), interpreted
as use of single occupancy private (conventionally fuelled) car. Please relate your problem statement to this objective.

2.1 Problem

2.2 Summary goal of the TUC scheme
Goal of TUC scheme
Mode shift to PT
Mode shift to cycling
Mode shift to walking
Stimulate Car sharing
Other (insert your alternative TUC goals)
o Xx
o Xx

Yes/No
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
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3. Target group, foreseen modal shift, recruitment and retention (2 pages
max)
EMPOWER is looking to reduce the use of CFVs via positive incentives and the use of ICT. This means a shift in choices from the use of
(conventionally fuelled) cars to more sustainable modes of transport. As a result, even though it might be interesting to better
facilitate existing cyclists or PT-users, this doesn’t necessary lead to a reduction in the use of CFVs. However encouraging occasional
PT-users to use PT more often where that means a reduction in the use of CFV for some trips, can be part of the target group.
EMPOWER has a commitment to consider the impacts on vulnerable groups. The involvement of specific (vulnerable) groups can also
be addressed here.

3.1 Target group and modal shift
Target group (modality)








Car users (CFV)
Occasional PT users
Occasional Bicycle users
Occasional Bike sharing
users
Occasional Car sharing
users
Occasional walkers
Other
o Xx
o Xx

Yes/No
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Target group (specific population subgroups and/or vulnerable
group)
 …
 …
 …
 …

Y/N



…

Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N






…
…
…
…

3.2 Recruitment and retention actions
EMPOWER is an H2020 project where the demonstration of large scale implementation is essential. The invitation to competition
asks for circa 100,000 participants. In this section, please detail how recruitment of the target group will take place in practice. Will it
be achieved using existing databases containing contact details? via specific large scale advertising?, is the ICT-tool part of the
recruitment? will proxy organisations be used (e.g. employers, PT-operator, car sharing operators, etc). Describe how these
method(s) will link to the specific target groups.
Finally: how will the scheme take into account that following initial recruitment, keeping individuals engaged with the scheme will be
a further task? Will there be repeat advertising, repeat incentives, tools that are foreseen to encourage people to keep engaged with
the incentive scheme?
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4. Incentives, incentive schemes and incentive providers (2 pages max).
4.1 Incentives and incentive schemes
In this section we ask for more details on the use of positive incentives (e.g. social recognition, points, ranking, game, loyalty
schemes, goodies/gifts, discounts) that are delivered through the use of ICT. In general an incentive is a positive reward offered in
return for a change in travel choice/behaviour..
The design of the incentive might differ per target group, over time etc Some examples of how an incentive may be offered are:
 “cycle this month at least 10 times to the office instead of taking the car – and share your achievement with your friends”
 “walk this week at least 10 km instead of taking the car – and get a discount of 10% on …”
 “use the PT system for visiting the city centre this month and leave your car at home – for every time you do so you get a
discount of 2% on a monthly PT-ticket” etc.
A points scheme or ‘digital currency’ may also be used, where points are awarded for changing from the use of CFV. These points
could be used as a basis for ranking, discounts, gifts etc.
The provision of roadside traffic and travel information is NOT part of the EMPOWER incentive scheme, however offering
personalised travel information (particularly suited to the individuals personal circumstances) via ICT IS in scope.

Incentive
Name/
description

Which population
subgroup(s) is it
aimed at?

What
levels/variations
will be offered (if
any)?

How long
(weeks/months) will
each level/variation be
offered for?

Is it likely to impact
on vulnerable
groups, if so how?

4.2 Incentive providers
Please provide further information on the roles of various actors in the offering of incentives. There are different possibilities in terms
of who designs and offers the incentive and who supplies the reward. For example, is it also the city or PT authority that designs and
offers the incentive directly to the public who also supplies the reward? or does the city design and offer the incentive whilst another
company provides the reward? if the reward will be given by a third party, is this third party already in place, for example through a
letter of support or existing agreement? if it is envisaged that a third party provider will be involved that isn’t in place yet, what are
the timescales and processes to secure this (please note, in that case the process should be put on the gannt chart)?
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Reward






Provider

Foreseen
provider
already
on
board?
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N
Y/N

Evidence of current
commitment (e.g.
letter of support)

Process and timescale if
yet to be secured
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5. ICT tools to be used (2 pages max)
EMPOWER is about delivering positive incentives schemes through the use of ICT. These ICT tools are not a goal in themselves but are
being used for the support of the incentive scheme. Depending on the incentive scheme they can be used to track-and-trace people (if
for example the distance or modality is part of the incentive scheme), can be used for social sharing and making groups, to distribute
incentive schemes and rewards etc. As mentioned, roadside traffic and travel information is not part of the EMPOWER schemes, but
the offering of personalised traffic and travel information may be. In that case, please note the EMPOWER tools are not able to
support the offering of personalised travel related information, but TUCs may employ their own tools for this purpose.
TUCs might want to use their own ICT-tools, might want to use the EMPOWER ICT-tools or might be interested in integrating
EMPOWER ICT-capabilities in their own ICT-tools. Due to the timescale for the TUC implementation (and to reduce the risks involved
in software development) we encourage the use of EMPOWER ICT tools/functionalities where needed.
We will be pleased to discuss different possibilities for the use of EMPOWER ICT tools in more detail, including timescales, short term
and longer term solutions for the implementation etc.

If you intend to use your own (city) existing software, fill in Table (a). If you intend to make use of (parts of the)
EMPOWER services, fill in Table (b)
Table (a) Details of TUC city software to be used
Software
Name/type/capabilities

Software ‘ready to go’ or development planned?
Ready to go If development is planned, outline the main new functionalities
Y/N planned and the timescale for completion and testing. This process
should be added to the gannt chart.

Table (b) Functionality needed from EMPOWER software
Capability

Description

Want to
use Y/N/
Integrati
on
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1 Sensing and
Monitoring

2 Analysis and
Evaluation
3 Experience
Sampling

4 Cost benefit
analysis
5 Messaging

6 Incentive
Management

7 Incentives,
acknowledge
ment &
rewards
8 Linked
available
options
9 Analysis &
planning

automatic 24x7 multimodal door-to-door measurement of travel behaviour (trip
logging) utilising the Smartphone of the traveller as intelligent sensor system.
Monitoring of measured sustainable travel behaviour of (groups of) travellers over
time, place, routes and chosen modality
travel pattern analysis and personal profiling. Travel goal and motivation
evaluation against sustainability objectives. Modal split analysis, driver-passengerrider satisfaction analysis
situational and contextual questioning of travel attitudes, perceptions and
opinions triggered by measured travel behaviour of (groups of) travellers (either
based on real-time or long term behaviour). Possibility to sample qualitative
opinions of travellers. For example, with respect to mode choice or the availability
of sustainable alternatives in travel
feedback of the impact of personal travel behaviour and choices in terms of CO2,
monetary costs, time, distances, calories/health gains, zero emission miles, CFV,
public transport and ride share distances
capabilities to notify, alert and deliver personalised or group based (travel)
information or advice to travellers utilising mobile or web based channels. For
example, personalised ride share suggestions or ride share match making
acknowledgement of sustainable travel behaviour, reward and loyalty schemes,
individual or group-based challenges and progress monitoring. For example,
challenging groups of employees to consider alternative commuter options to the
car and rewarding the group when the challenge is met
Promoting modal shift. Mobility incentive and loyalty schemes. Challenges,
badges, leaderboards. Social network features CO2 and cost reductions, health
gains. Graphs & reports
personalised ride share suggestions. Ride share match making – multi modal. Ride
share chat & messaging. Personalised traffic alerts
travel pattern analysis. Modal split analysis. Driver/passenger/rider satisfaction
analysis
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6. Evaluation and KPIs (2 pages max)
To get a clear insight of the impact of the EMPOWER-TUC scheme, it is important to consider the evaluation from the outset. This
also relates to which tools are being used, how choices will be recorded, which indicators are being measured etc. There is of course a
direct link between the goal of the EMPOWER-TUC scheme, the target group, the incentives and rewards offered and the ICT tools
being used to offer the incentive. In this section please give an overview of:
 How the baseline will be established
 How the impacts will be detected
Please also detail how access to the data is envisaged (as one of the deliverables), e.g. through a secure link to an existing database
or through data transmission to a secure site at the University of Leeds. This may be amended according to practicalities and by
agreement nearer the time.

In the table below, the first four KPI should be filled in. Additional KPI are expected as part of a holistic social technical
evaluation and can be detailed here.
EMPOWER KPI

Specific indicators and measurement

A 15%-50% reduction in
the use of conventionally
fuelled vehicles
30% increase in travellers'
self-reported positive
evaluation of urban
accessibility and
attractiveness
75% Customer/user
satisfaction with the
EMPOWER mobility
service/ICT tool
10% response rate for
vulnerable travel groups
Other KPI 1
Other KPI 2
Other KPI 3
etc
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7. Planning, budget, staff and partners involved (2 pages max)
In order to be able to execute all the actions in time, to look for synergies with the EMPOWER Living Labs and to have a clear
overview of all the necessary actions, we ask for some detailed planning.
A clear insight on the use of the budget, City inputs etc is important to indicate: whether the foreseen costs are realistic, where the
risks are from a budgetary point of view. Please note, the EMPOWER budget is NOT available to cover the personnel costs of existing
City staff.
If you intend to procure third party services, provide a short summary of the process involved (use a diagram if helpful). This should
include typical procurement timescales to contract award. Any intended procurement processes should also be shown on the gannt
chart

7.1 Planning
A detailed gannt chart for the duration of the TUC, showing key milestones, workpackages/sub-work areas should be
included, in addition to the summary of milestones and deliverables below. The gannt chart can be included as an
attachment if that is helpful for formatting.
Milestone or Deliverable
(name, short description)

Month due

How will achievement of the deliverable be objectively or
quantifiably be demonstrated?

7.2 Budget
Cost category

Total contribution from
Stakeholder(s)
(labour/Euros)

Names of Contributing stakeholders and amounts
(actual or in-kind, euros)*

ICT
Recruitment
Marketing
Incentives
Other
*For each contributing stakeholder, enclose a letter
confirming support.
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7.3 Staff, Cooperation, partners involved
Please append CVs for all staff currently employed in the municipality who will contribute to deliver the scheme. These
can be summary CVs of no more than 2 pages each. In addition, please provide the following overview:
Staff member
(name)

Role in the
organisation/grade

Number of
hours/week to
work on the
scheme

Role in the
EMPOWER
TUC

Track record: best two examples
of similar projects/working
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8. What kind of support and engagement from the EMPOWER
consortium would you like (1 page max)?
Finally, we are looking for cooperation, we want to engage and support with our EMPOWER knowledge and outputs. What do you
request from the EMPOWER consortium in this respect? It’s not about what we ask from you, but what you would like from us!
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9. Attachments (no limit)
(CVs, letters of support)
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10. Publishable Summary (600 words max)
Use this section to provide a publishable summary of the TUC eg for use on the EMPOWER website or
distribution to the EC. This should include a) a short overview of the goal/problem that has been addressed
by the TUC, b) an overview of the positive incentives that ha prove been provided, who they will be aimed
towards and why, c) a summary of the ICT tools/measures that have been used, d) a short statement of the
baseline against which the success of the scheme have been measured, e) two or three ‘headline’ results
from the analysis f) next steps in the coming period.
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EMPOWER

11. Summary of Exposure and Participation levels (no page limit)
In this section provide a summary of the total numbers of participants reached, recruited, active in the scheme. A detailed profile is asked for in the evaluation
section. Estimate (1) exposure and (2) part total number of participants recruited or engaged through the different channels, avoiding double counting where
possible.

Summary
Goal of
TUC
scheme1

Estimated No.
people reached
through marketing
efforts
(exposure)

No of people
recruited through
ICT, e.g by
downloading the
app, website etc

No of people
recruited
through Inperson
activities
(festival etc)

No of people
included via
accessing
databases (may
include historical
data)

No of people
included via
Q’aires (not
already
accounted)

Mode shift
to PT
Mode shift
to cycling
Mode shift
to walking
Stimulate
Car sharing
Other
(insert your
alternative
TUC goals)
Total

1 if only one goal to TUC/LL only fill in one row!
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No of people
included via Via
employers (not
already accounted)

No of people
included via Other
means of
recruitment (specify
which)

Penetration over time.
Present graph(s) and numerical data on penetration /uptake levels over time. The graphs and tables should show time on the horizontal
axis and variables such as a) total number of registered users b) total number of active users ie app still installed/still in the experiment on
the vertical axis. Mark on the graph the points in time at which there were particular interventions/incentives offered.
Provide a graphic that shows the length of time that users are engaged with the experiment (we may be able to provide an example).
Provide tables showing a) the total length of time that individuals took part in the LL by number of individuals b) the average and
standard deviation of the time individuals took part
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12. Overall Scheme Progress against project plan (4 pages max)
This section should provide a summary of the timeline for the TUC/LL project overall. Please provide an updated Gantt
chart that reflects the final scheme operation.
For each main task summarise progress and achievements by the close of the TUC scheme in the table below (nb, It is
assumed that any significant changes from the original plan were agreed with the University of Leeds)

Task (from
Gantt chart)

Overview of the
deviations from the
original plan

Summarise the cause
or causes of the
deviation

What recommendations do you
have for other TUCS with similar
schemes/what would you have
done differently (as appropriate)

(present this table in landscape if helpful)

12.1 Who has contributed to the TUC/LL? E.g. Incentives suppliers,
City team members etc
List below the names of incentives suppliers that are engaged with the TUC. Please give a link to their website if they are
happy to be publically acknowledged eg on the EMPOWER etcwebsite.

Incentive/Reward

Supplier

Quantity/duration Insert Logo and Link to Incentive
of incentives
providers’ website (if appropriate)
supplied

●
●
●
List below the city Team members actively involved in the TUC and their role, provide an image (either a team image or
individual photos). Example:
1.
2.

Mary Jones, head of transport services at Leeds CC, project managing the TUC overall
Peter Thomas, temporary planning officer, organising TUC publicity etc
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13. ICT tools for Positive Incentives: Implementation update
(max 5 pages)
This is a free-text section to describe the software that was used to implement the positive incentives.
Ensure the name of the software and a description of the functionalities* is described.
Provide screen shots of the front page and example screen shots of the different user pages. Report
whether there have been any glitches/bugs and how these were dealt with.
This section should be filled in regardless of whether the software is TUC own software or is EMPOWER
software *Functionalities include: sensing/monitoring, analysis and evaluation, experience sampling,
messaging, incentives management, incentives rewards, travel pattern analysis and ‘other’

13.1Details of software used, functionalities etc
4.2 Overview of any technical issues and how these were resolved
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14. Analysis report, including Baseline, Evaluation and KPIs (1020 pages)
5.1 Keypoint summary against the EMPOWER KPI
Start with keypoints of the findings against the EMPOWER KPI below. These should be in short bullet point
format. E.g
 Approx. 8% mode shift (reduction in Veh km) from CFV (car) use towards bike use by 250 people
over 3 months following points offered through app
 95% of participants who responded to the question ‘are you satisfied with the app’ agreed or
strongly agreed
 Other kpi: 56% of new riders and 48% of occasional riders reported an intention to increase ‘how
often they ride’ compared to 12 months before the challenge. 1,500 trips where use of the car is
replaced by a bike in two months, 1900g CO2 saved
(these are necessarily summary statements, the caveats and the nuances come in the detailed analysis below)

Reminder: EMPOWER KPI

A 15%-50% reduction in the use of conventionally fuelled vehicles measured by VehKM
30% increase in travellers' self-reported positive evaluation of urban accessibility and attractiveness
75% Customer/user satisfaction with the EMPOWER mobility service/ICT tool
10% response rate for vulnerable travel groups
Other KPI 1
Other KPI 2
Other KPI 3
etc

5.2: Evaluation method used
Describe the approach to evaluation. It should be possible to identify with one of the city/implementation
types in the tables below. Describe how the baseline is established and how the data is collected for the
after case. Material on how the baseline is established and the evaluation method overall (considering each
indicator), should have already been drafted eg in the mid-term report.
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City
type

Type 1

Before & BAU cases

After case

App tracking data
Traffic counters
Employee/group information

App tracking data
Employee/group information
Surveys
Interviews/focus groups

Type 2

App tracking data
Traffic counters

App tracking data
Surveys

Type 3

Traffic counters
Employee/group information
Travel censuses

App tracking data
Employee/group information
Surveys
Interviews/focus groups

Type 4

Traffic counters
Travel censuses

App tracking data
Surveys

Type 5

Traffic counters
Employee/group information
Travel censuses

Employee/group information

Surveys
Interviews/focus groups
Type 6

Traffic counters
Travel censuses
Surveys

All

Local external events or conditions
Data/results from other cities
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Indicator

CFV use: reason for change

Accessibility & attractiveness
Vulnerable groups

User satisfaction

Impact and legacy aspects

Source
Surveys
Interviews/focus groups
Employee/group information
Travel censuses
Local external events or conditions
Data/results from other cities or projects
Surveys
Interviews/focus groups
Employee/group information
App usage data
Surveys
Interviews/focus groups
Social media feedback/app ratings
Personal judgement of project members
Interviews with relevant stakeholders
Media reports of developments

5.3 Evaluation Analysis
Present here 1) the ‘before and after’ analysis that has been produced for each EMPOWER KPI. 2)
Supplement this with additional analysis on further project specific KPI, e.g if CO2 changes were
estimated/modelled, if stated intentions/attitudes were surveyed.
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6. Overview against the EMPOWER high level research
questions (1-2 pages)
Present here the evidence you have found (quantitative and qualitative) against the following research
questions. Focus on use of ‘keypoints’ as in section 5.1
•
•
•
•
•
•

How can mobility services (apps) be designed to deliver positive incentives?
How can incentives be designed? Which are effective?
How can the impacts of positive incentives be evaluated
How can sharing and social innovation act as positive incentives?
How can business models for positive incentives be designed?
What are the factors impacting on the propensity to take up positive incentives schemes?
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7. Costs
For this section insert the costs template circulated prior to the Bologna meeting

Cost category: ICT (Software name)
ICT subcategory
(examples given but
add TUC specific sub
criteria)
Amends to software at
fixed price
Data storage/handling
at fixed price (give
length of time)
Training/upskilling
costs

Forecast
amount at
inception (a)

Estimated final
amount by end
of TUC (b)

Summary of
rational for
Difference

Expected long
term costs (if
any)

Potential source of
longer term funds
(if any)

Summary of
rational for
Difference

Expected long
term costs (if
any)

Potential source of
longer term funds
(if any)

ICT related staff input –
regular/already
employed city staff. For
each staff grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
ICT related staff input –
specialist ICT staff
For each staff, give:
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Any ICT
hardware/consumables
(give details, eg 4 x
iphone to test
software)
Any other categories
Ditto
Total

Cost category: Recruitment of Participants
Recruitment
subcategory
(examples given but
add TUC specific sub
criteria)
Direct costs for
recruitment (e.g.
printing costs,

Forecast
amount at
inception (a)

Estimated final
amount by end
of TUC (b)
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purchase of software,
hire of space for inperson events, running
of an event on the
street etc)
Recruitment related
staff input – temporary
hire project staff. For
each temporary staff
give:
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Recruitment related
staff input – specialist
staff or service
For each specialist staff
eg through an agency
give
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
 Or fixed price
if quoted as
such
Recruitment related
staff input – regular
city staff
For each member of
staff already employed
at the city
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Training/upskilling
costs

Any other categories
Ditto
Total

Cost category: Marketing
Marketing subcategory
(examples given but
add TUC specific sub
criteria)
Direct costs for
marketing

Forecast
amount at
inception (a)

Estimated final
amount by end
of TUC (b)

Summary of
rational for
Difference

Expected long
term costs (if
any)

Potential source of
longer term funds
(if any)
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(e.g. use of a
subcontract with a
marketing agency)
Marketing related staff
input – temporary hire
project staff. For each
temporary staff give:
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Marketing related staff
input – specialist staff
or service
For each specialist staff
eg social media
specialist give:
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
 Or fixed price
if quoted as
such
Marketing related staff
input – regular city
staff
For each member of
staff already employed
at the city
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Training/upskilling
costs

Any other cost
categories
Ditto
Total

Cost category: Incentives
Incentives related
subcategory
(examples given but
add TUC specific sub
criteria)
Direct costs for
Incentives
(e.g. use of a
subcontract with

Forecast
amount at
inception (a)

Estimated final
amount by end
of TUC (b)

Summary of
rational for
Difference

Expected long
term costs (if
any)

Potential source of
longer term funds
(if any)
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specific incentive
providers, detail each
subcontract)
Costs for high value
incentives (€40 each or
above). Give estimated
number and total cost
Costs for Low value
incentives (less than
€40 each). Give
estimated number and
total cost
Incentives related staff
input – temporary hire
project staff. For each
temporary staff give:
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Incentives related staff
input – specialist staff
or service
For each specialist staff
grade:
 Hours
 Cost per hour
 Or fixed price
if quoted as
such
Incentives related staff
input – regular city
staff
For each member of
staff already employed
at the city
 grade
 Hours
 Cost per hour
Training/upskilling
costs

Any other cost
categories
Ditto
Total

Other costs. Use a similar format for any cost categories outside those above
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subcategory

Forecast
amount at
inception (a)

Estimated final
amount by end
of TUC (b)

Summary of
rational for
Difference

Expected long
term costs (if
any)

Potential source of
longer term funds
(if any)

Subcontracts
Direct costs
Staff costs
(city/municipality)
Staff costs (specialist)

Any other cost
categories
Ditto
Total

[insert here any relevant textual commentary/explanation/caveats etc, suggested limit of 1 page for such
comments]
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8. Business model template (3 pages)
[insert here the updated business model template that was developed for the TUC in Gothenburg. If you didn’t attend
the Gothenburg meeting and don’t have a BM template developed, advise SMGM asap. We will ask TNO/Viktoria to
support development of this section]
Underneath the template, provide around 2 pages of explanation/discussion of the key features covering:









Summary explanation of any acronyms, notation, organisations short names etc
Comments on the scope of the BM presented – eg if there are other actors/entities that have been deliberately
omitted to keep it simple
Textual description of the main areas where new types of value are created by the scheme or where there are
new relationships that were not in place before EMPOWER
Identify those parts of the value chain where it is not currently possibly to quantify as data doesn’t exist.
Identify those parts of the value chain where it is possible to quantify. For these, make an estimate of the value
generated, stating the assumptions made. For example, for an incentive provider: the cost of providing one
muffin as an incentive= 50 cents. 100 muffins were redeemed by the public, total cost = 50 euros. Additional
sales generated by 100 persons buying ‘extras’: make any reasonable assumptions based on evidence e.g in the
short term 20% went on to buy additional items such as coffee, each with value 1.5 euros, total short term
revenue = 30 euros. Otherwise report in qualitative/anectodal terms. Longer term return from repeat customers
(who liked the muffins and/or the coffee) plus brand recognition, kudos from participation: unknown.
For those parts of the value chain where it isn’t possible to quantify, make explicit the rationale for
participation in the scheme (e.g. longer term relationship building with the city, part of corporate social
responsibility activity etc)
What were the main challenges in developing the business model?
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9. EMPOWER impact benefits (no limit)
For this section we will work with the template/structure described in the Bologna meeting – draft materials were
also produced for the interim report. Describe what will/has happened at the end of the implementation e.g plans for
continuation, graceful close down etc.

Instrumental

Conceptual

Capacity
Building

Influencing
development of policy

Contributing to the
understanding of
policy issues

Technical
development

Reframing debates

Skill development

Introduction of new
concepts

Partnership building

Influencing practice
Influencing service
provision
Shaping legislation
Altering behaviour
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10. Summary EMPOWER TUC SWOT
Insert here an overview SWOT analysis, aiming for circa 10 points in each section, but less if appropriate. NB
there may be points raised in the Bologna workshop relevant here.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Opportunities

Threats
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11 User consent agreement (no page limit)
[insert here a copy of the user/participant agreement used within the implementation. If the original is not in
English, please also include an English translation. If further user/participant information is available on a
website, include the link to the further information]
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12. Database metafile (variable definitions, units, no page limit)
[insert here a metafile that describes the variables contained in the database(s) to be supplied to UNIVLEEDS]
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12. Publicity (no limit)
EMPOWER is happy to publicise/disseminate your TUC. Please include publicity images, publicity
statements from the City etc. We will choose some to include on our website, in the newsletter etc
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